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1>1>1>1>    IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction        

DA-500 is a gas detect, on-the-spot instructive type transmitter which detects combustible 

gas leakage and indicates the density on the spot and changes the detected signal to the 

standard electric current signal, and outputs to the outside. 

 

When the catalytic sensor of DA-500 meets combustible gas, it burns and produces heat, which 

changes the value of resistance and outputs electric current depending on the density of 

detected gas. Transmitter changes the electric current into stable standard current 

signal(4~20㎃) and outputs it to outside while displaying the gas density on LCD panel. The 

output 4~20㎃ standard current signal can be transmitted to the controller such as gas 

leakage warning device (GMS-1000/2000), PLC, DDC, or MMR and it can compose individual or 

integrated gas monitoring system. 

 

DA-500 is a digital type transmitter based on micro-processor. The various digital artificial 

intelligence functions from micro-processor enlarges the application area of gas detector and 

enforces the convenience and efficiency for repair & maintenance, which results in more 

convenient & efficient comprehensive gas monitoring environment.  

    

    

2>2>2>2>    FFFFeatureeatureeatureeaturessss    

◈ Digital Process : From digital process based on micro processor, various artificial 

intelligence functions enables more convenient, more accurate, and more efficient gas 

detection. 

 

◈ Non-Intrusive Auto-Calibration With Magnetic Switch : By combining the magnetic switch 

with digital processing auto-calibration, you can avoid a troublesome work of opening the 

sensor cover at the time of corrective work. This function is especially effective for the 

corrective work in the explosion-proof area. (Zero, Span) 

 

◈ LCD Display With Back-Light : By real-time displaying the detection density on LCD, 

instant confirmation of density is possible. And owing to auto back lighting, it is easy to 

check the density on LCD in dark area. 

 

◈ User Selection Menu : User Selection Menu - corrective gas density selection & sensing 

range set-up - by micro processor enables the user to build his own function compositions 

suitable for his using environment.  
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◈ 4-20㎃ Transmitter : Output of standard electric current signal (4-20㎃) enables  a stable 

long distance(2.5㎞)  transmission. 

 

◈ ALARM OUTPUT : SPST relay contact(ALARM-1 & ALARM-2). 

 

◈ COMMUNICATION OUTPUT : serial data output(option). 

 

3>3>3>3>    SpecificationSpecificationSpecificationSpecification        

    DADADADA    ----    555500000000    

Sensing principle Catalytic & Electro-Chemical,NDIR,TCD 

Density display Back light, 2-lines/8-characters LCD 

Sensing method Diffusion 

Target gas Target combustible gas - see the list <5~6 page> 

Sensing range 0 ~ 100 %LEL  

Response speed Within 10 sec., 90%/full scale 

Accuracy ≤±3%/full scale 

Sensor displacement Zero – ≤±2%LEL/6 Month, Span -≤±2%LEL/6 Month 

Selection function Correction density & sensing range set-up 

Input power DC 20 ~ 30V 

Output power 4 ~ 20mA/Full Scale - 2.5Km transmission 

Operating temp.& humidity -20℃~ 60℃, 5 ~ 95% RH (Non-Condensing) 

Signal cable CVVS & CVVSB 1.25sq x 3 Wire - Shield Type 

Conduit tube 1/2" or 3/4" PF, NPT 

Installation type Wall or Pipe Mounting 

Exterior material Cast Aluminum Alloy  

Explosion-proof permit Ex d IIC T5 – Korea Gas Safety Coporation(KGS) 

Output 2 step- Relay Contact (ALARM-1/ALARM-2) 

Communication output RS-485 communication output(option) 
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Sensor operation period 5 years(in Air) 

Sensor warranty period 1 year 
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4>4>4>4>    TargetTargetTargetTarget    GGGGasasasas                                ※ Please send us inquiry for other gases than below list.    

Name of gasName of gasName of gasName of gas    Molecular formulaMolecular formulaMolecular formulaMolecular formula    Explosion limitExplosion limitExplosion limitExplosion limit(%LEL)(%LEL)(%LEL)(%LEL)    

Acetone CH3COCH3 2.5 

Acetonitrile CH3CN = C2H3N 3.0 

Acetic acid(glacial) CH3COOH 4.0 

Acetylene C2H2 2.5 

Acetaldehyde CH3CHO 4.0 

Acrylonitrile CH2 = CHCN 3.0 

Acrolein CH2 = CHCHO  2.8 

Benzene C6H6 1.2 

Butane C4H10 1.9 

Butanol = Butyl alcohol C4H9OH 1.4 

Butadiene C4H6 2.0 

Carbon dioxide CO 12.5 

Carbony disulfide CS2 1.3 

Cyclopropane C3H6 2.4 

Cyclohexane C6H12 1.3 

Cyclohexanone C6H10O 1.3 

Dimethyl amine [CH3]2NH 2.8 

Diethyl enter C2H5OC2H5 1.9 

Ethane C2H6 3.0 

Ethanol(Ethyl alchohol) CH3CH2OH 3.3 

Ethanol amine HOCH2CH2NH2 3.0 

Ethyl amine CH3CH2NH2 3.5 

Ethyl benzene CH3CH2C6H5 0.8 

Ethyl ether C2H5OC2H5 1.9 

Ethylene C2H4 2.7 

Ethylene glycol(EG) HOCH2CH2OH 3.2 

Ethylene oxide(EO) C2H4O 3.0 

Formic acid CH2O2 16.9 

Gasoline CnHm 1.4 

Hydrogen H2 4.0 

Hydrogen cyanide HCN 5.6 

Hydrogen sulfide H2S 4.0 

Isoprene CH2:C[CH3]CH:CH2 1.5 

Isopropyl alcohol(IPA) [CH3]2CHOH 2.0 

Isopropyl ether [CH3]2CHOCH[CH3]2 1.4 

Methane CH4 5.3 
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Name of gasName of gasName of gasName of gas    Molecular formulaMolecular formulaMolecular formulaMolecular formula    Explosion limitExplosion limitExplosion limitExplosion limit    (%LEL)(%LEL)(%LEL)(%LEL)    

Methyl acetate CH3COOCH3 3.1 

Methyl acrylate C4H6O2 2.1 

Methyl alcohol CH3OH 6.0 

Methyl amine CH3NH2 4.9 

Methyl bromide CH3Br 10.0 

Methyl chloride CH3Cl 8.1 

Methyl ethyl ketone CH3COCH2CH3 1.4 

Methy methacrylate CH2 = C[CH3]COOCH3 1.7 

Nitro benzene C6H5NO2 1.8 

Nitro methane CH3NO2 7.3 

n-Amyl acetate CH3COO[CH2]4CH3 1.1 

n-Propyl acetate CH3COOCH2CH2CH3 1.7 

n-Propyl alcohol CH3CH2CH2OH 2.2 

n-Propyl amine CH3[CH2]2NH2 2.0 

n-Propyl benzene C3H7C6H5 0.8 

n-Hexane CH3[CH2]4CH3 1.1 

n-Heptane CH3[CH2]5CH3 1.1 

n-Pentane CH3[CH2]3CH3 1.5 

n-Octane CH3[CH2]6CH3 1.0 

Phenol C6H5OH 1.8 

Propane C3H8 2.1 

Propylene CH2:CHCH3 2.0 

Propylene oxide(PO) CH3CHOCH2 = C3H6O 2.3 

Formaldehyde HCHO 7.0 

Styrene C6H5CH = CH2 0.9 

Toluene C7H8 = C6H5CH3 1.1 

Triethyl amine [C2H5]3N 1.2 

Vinyl acetate(VAM) CH2 = CHOOCCH3 2.6 

Vinyl chloride CH2 = CHCl  3.6 

Vinyl ethyl ether CH2 = CHOC2H5 1.7 

Xylene C8H10 = C6H4[CH3]2 1.1 

※ Please send us inquiry for other than the list    
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5>5>5>5>    Composition Composition Composition Composition & Parts& Parts& Parts& Parts 

 

1. 1. 1. 1. Amp & PowerAmp & PowerAmp & PowerAmp & Power    BoardBoardBoardBoard    

 

    

2. Transmitter 2. Transmitter 2. Transmitter 2. Transmitter BoardBoardBoardBoard    

 

0%LEL
H2
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3. 3. 3. 3. PartsPartsPartsParts’    Name and Name and Name and Name and DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

H2
0 %LEL

 

NNNNameameameame    NNNNameameameame    

1. DETECTOR HOSING BODY 2. DETECTOR HOSING COVER 

3. SENSOR HOUSING 4. M4 HEADLESS BOLT 

5. CALIBRATION NIPPLE INSERT 6. SENSOR CAP 

7. GAS SENSOR 8. M4 HEADLESS BOLT 

9. MOUNT HOLES 10. CONDUIT CONNECTION 

11. CALIBRATION KEY 12. MODE KEY 

13. UP KEY 14. DOWN KEY 

15. ENT KEY 16. M3 HEADLESS BOLT 

 

1. DETECTOR 1. DETECTOR 1. DETECTOR 1. DETECTOR HOHOHOHOUUUUSINGSINGSINGSING    BODYBODYBODYBODY    

It protects POWER PCB and AMP PCB from outside impact and circumstances. 

 

2.2.2.2.    DETECTOR HODETECTOR HODETECTOR HODETECTOR HOUUUUSING COVESING COVESING COVESING COVERRRR  

It is round glass which is assembled with DETECTOR HOSING BODY. It includes LCD display 

panel and makes it possible to calibrate sensor and modify parameter by magnetic stick 

without opening of cover.    

    

3. SENSOR HOUSING3. SENSOR HOUSING3. SENSOR HOUSING3. SENSOR HOUSING    

  Contains GAS SENSOR and protects it from outside impact and circumstances. 
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4. M4 4. M4 4. M4 4. M4 HEADLESS BOLDHEADLESS BOLDHEADLESS BOLDHEADLESS BOLD    

It fastens SENSOR HOUSING and SENSOR CAP. 

 

5. CALIBRATION NIPPLE INSERT5. CALIBRATION NIPPLE INSERT5. CALIBRATION NIPPLE INSERT5. CALIBRATION NIPPLE INSERT.    

It is place for connection of calibration nipple during gas calibration. 

 

6.6.6.6.    SENSOR CAPSENSOR CAPSENSOR CAPSENSOR CAP    

It is place for gas input and protects GAS SENSOR from outside impact and circumstances. 

    

7. GAS SENSOR7. GAS SENSOR7. GAS SENSOR7. GAS SENSOR    

It senses gas and changes it into electric current and deliver it to AMP PCB BOARD. 

    

8. M4 8. M4 8. M4 8. M4 HEAD LESS BOLDHEAD LESS BOLDHEAD LESS BOLDHEAD LESS BOLD    

  It fastens DETECTOR HOSING BODY and SENSOR HOSING 

    

9. MOUNT HOLE9. MOUNT HOLE9. MOUNT HOLE9. MOUNT HOLE    

It is to fasten GAS DETECTOR onto wall or another place. 

    

10. CONDUIT CONNECTION10. CONDUIT CONNECTION10. CONDUIT CONNECTION10. CONDUIT CONNECTION    

It is place for connecting Conduit tube, and 1/2" or 3/4" PF, NPT sizes are ready. 

    

11. CALIBRATION KEY11. CALIBRATION KEY11. CALIBRATION KEY11. CALIBRATION KEY    

Use it during calibration which includes zero calibration and span calibration. 

    

12. MODE KEY12. MODE KEY12. MODE KEY12. MODE KEY    

 Use it for changing set value or menu. 

    

13. UP KEY13. UP KEY13. UP KEY13. UP KEY    

 Use it when you want to increase the sensing range set value.(1 Unit) 

※ when contacting the bar magnet for more than 5 seconds, the set value increases 

rapidly. 

 

14. DOWN KEY14. DOWN KEY14. DOWN KEY14. DOWN KEY    

Use it when you want to decrease the sensing range set value.(1 Unit) 

※ when contacting the bar magnet for more than 5 seconds, the set value decreases rapidly. 

 

15. ENT KEY15. ENT KEY15. ENT KEY15. ENT KEY    

Use it when you want to save the set value and function, after set value and function are 
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selected. 

 

16. M3 16. M3 16. M3 16. M3 HEADLESS BOLTHEADLESS BOLTHEADLESS BOLTHEADLESS BOLT    

 It fastens cover of BODY. 
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    6>6>6>6>    Sensor CalibrationSensor CalibrationSensor CalibrationSensor Calibration 

Gas sensor’s character is apt to change little by little in accordance with the environment 

such as temperature, humidity and wind, or the lapse of using time by sensing response degree. 

This feature is common to all sensors, and the optimum condition of sensor should be 

maintained through periodical calibration. 

 

FFFFor the optimum condition of gas detector, or the optimum condition of gas detector, or the optimum condition of gas detector, or the optimum condition of gas detector, periodicalperiodicalperiodicalperiodical    inspections which include inspections which include inspections which include inspections which include calibration calibration calibration calibration 

test are netest are netest are netest are necessarycessarycessarycessary    at the leastat the leastat the leastat the least    once a year.once a year.once a year.once a year.    

 

With combining magnetic switch with the auto-calibration process by micro processor, DA-500 

enables calibrating work by contacting magnet bar on the window glass without troublesome of 

opening the sensor cover. This function enforces better convenience and efficiency for 

calibration by solving the complicate calibration job at the explosion-proof area where the 

Safety Barrier should be installed. 

 

1. Zero 1. Zero 1. Zero 1. Zero CCCCalibrationalibrationalibrationalibration    

Please follow procedure for zero calibration on sensor output. 

 

◘ Please contact magnetic bar on calibration point(CAL) through the glass of cover. 

 

◘ When CAL-ZERO is displayed on LCD, please contact the magnetic bar on the ENT Key. 

    

     

  

 

◘ When ZERO GAS is displayed on LCD, please infuse standard gas such as CLEAN AIR or 

nitrogen gas. 

 

 

 

 

◘ When the measured value becomes stable, please contact the magnetic bar on the  ENT  KEY. 

 

◘ When the zero calibration finishes, [OK] will be displayed.  

  

 

 

 

 ▲▲▲▲    Caution :Caution :Caution :Caution : zero calibration should be processed in a clean and non-gas condition without 

 CAL 

 [ZERO] 

 ZERO GAS 

 0 %LEL 

 ZERO GAS 

 [OK] 
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fail. When the CLEAN condition cannot be maintained, please use the 99% nitrogen gas. (For O2, 

please infuse nitrogen gas 99.8% or more into sensing part for zero calibration.) 

    

2. 2. 2. 2. SSSSpan pan pan pan CCCCalibrationalibrationalibrationalibration    

It is to calibrate the linear change of sensor output. Please use standard gas and follow 

below procedure. 

 

◘ Please connect the calibration nipple to the sensor cap. 

 

 

◘ Please contact the magnetic bar on Calibration Point(CAL) through the cover glass. 

 

◘ Please move into CAL [SPAN] menu and contact the magnetic bar on the  ENT  Key. 

 

    

 

 

 

◘ When SPAN-ADJ and 50 %LEL are displayed on LCD, using UP & DOWN Key, please input the 

calibration gas density which you are going to use and contact the magnetic bar on ENT 

Key.  (Gas density setting job completes) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CAL 

 [SPAN] 

 SPAN ADJ 

 050 %LEL 

Calibration nipple 

Density of 

calibration gas 
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◘ Now, LCD displays SPAN-GAS. Please infuse the calibrating standard gas. The sensor 

displays the gas density. When the density value becomes stable, please contact the 

magnetic bar on the ENT  key. (SPAN calibration completes) 

   

                                        

 

◘ Please stop supplying calibration gas and remove the calibration nipple. And then, the 

gas density value will go down, and the density of remaining gas in the sensing part will 

be displayed. 

   

 

 

 

◘ When the density of remaining gas in the sensing part goes down 20 %LEL or below, 

measuring mode will start automatically. 

 

 

▲▲▲▲    CautionCautionCautionCaution:::: Standard gas with density range from 10 %LEL to 100 %LEL must be used for span 

calibration. With the high density gas beyond the sensing range,    sensor calibration is 

impossible, and excessive burden on sensor may damage the sensor or reduce the sensor 

lifetime extremely.    ((((basic settingbasic settingbasic settingbasic setting    = = = = gas densitygas densitygas densitygas density: 50%LEL, : 50%LEL, : 50%LEL, : 50%LEL, measuring rangemeasuring rangemeasuring rangemeasuring range    0 ~ 100%LEL)0 ~ 100%LEL)0 ~ 100%LEL)0 ~ 100%LEL)    

    

▲▲▲▲    CautionCautionCautionCaution: : : : After the replacement of sensor, the SPAN calibration can be carried out after 10 

minutes from power approval. 

 SPAN GAS 

 050 %LEL 

 Holding 

 049 %LEL 
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7>7>7>7>    Sensor Sensor Sensor Sensor ReplacementReplacementReplacementReplacement    

Catalytic sensor of DA-500 is built as one-body mold structure of sensor cap and sensor 

filter for the protection of sensor & explosion proof. Therefore, the sensor replacement job 

should be done by replacement of sensor cap which is composed of sensor filter in one-body 

mold structure. For sensor replacement, please follow below procedure referring to AMP & 

POWER BOARD drawing in page 8. 

 

◘ Please cut off the power to the detector. 

◘ Please open the cover of detector rotating it counter clockwise. 

◘ Without disassembling the cable connector to power board, please lift up & dissemble the 

display board. 

◘ Please disassemble the three line connector connecting the sensor and sensor board. 

◘ Please disassemble the sensor cap rotating the headless bolt counter clockwise which 

fixing sensor housing and sensor cap. 

◘ Please combine new sensor cap unit to the sensor housing and tighten the headless bolt to 

fix it. 

◘ Please connect three line connector between the sensor and sensor board. 

◘ Pease fix the display board by pressing and inserting accurately the guide bar to the 

bushing of board.  

◘ Please rotate the cover of detector clockwise and tighten it firmly. 

◘ Please supply the electric power.  

◘ Please complete setting the sensor though the sensor calibration procedure. 

◘ After the sensor setting is finished, it returns to measuring mode. 

    

    

▲▲▲▲    CautionCautionCautionCaution    

◘◘◘◘    BeforeBeforeBeforeBefore    replacing replacing replacing replacing sensor or sensor or sensor or sensor or disassemblingdisassemblingdisassemblingdisassembling    ddddisisisisplay play play play bbbboard, oard, oard, oard, ppppower should be cut ower should be cut ower should be cut ower should be cut 

at firstat firstat firstat first....    

◘◘◘◘    WhenWhenWhenWhen    the direction of sensor cable and the direction of sensor cable and the direction of sensor cable and the direction of sensor cable and ssssensor ensor ensor ensor bbbboard connector socket is oard connector socket is oard connector socket is oard connector socket is 

opposite to each otheropposite to each otheropposite to each otheropposite to each other, they can not be inserted, they can not be inserted, they can not be inserted, they can not be inserted....    

◘◘◘◘    Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the Sensor cap and detector cover should be tightened in order to maintain the 

pressurepressurepressurepressure----resiresiresiresistant explosionstant explosionstant explosionstant explosion----proof structureproof structureproof structureproof structure....    
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8888>>>>    WiringWiringWiringWiring    

1. 1. 1. 1. TTTTerminalerminalerminalerminalssss    

Detector Indicator

 

2. 2. 2. 2. Cable SpecificationCable SpecificationCable SpecificationCable Specification    

1) Cable Type: Shield Cable 

2) Cable Specification according to transmission distances 

Transmission 

distances 
0 ~ 500 M 501 ~ 1,500 M 1,500 M or more 

Cable size 0.75sq 1.25sq 2.0sq 
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9999>>>>    InstallationInstallationInstallationInstallation 

1. 1. 1. 1. FrontFrontFrontFront    viewviewviewview 

H
2

0 %
LE

L

 

2. 2. 2. 2. Side viewSide viewSide viewSide view 

 

3. Installation process3. Installation process3. Installation process3. Installation process    

1) Connection cable conduit: 1/2”, 3/4” PF/NPT.  

2) Installation area: Considering the weight and staying of gas, please install it close to 

the area suspicious for gas leakage, such as gas pipe connections or gas valves.  

3) Installation position: Weight(Air=1) of target gas should be considered. 

▷ Light gas(Weight: under 1):  

In closed space, install the sensing part at 20-30㎝ under the ceiling. 
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In open space, install as high & close as possible to the suspicious area for gas 

leakage. 

▷ Heavy gas(Weight: over 1):        

In closed space, install the sensing part at 20-30㎝ from the floor. 

In open space, install it as low & close as possible to the suspicious area for gas 

leakage. 

 

4. Cautions4. Cautions4. Cautions4. Cautions    

As the detecting module of sensing part is not airtight structure, please avoid the place 

where any possible electrical trouble can be caused from rain drops or something. 

 

1) Place around vibration or impact should be avoided. 

Vibration or impact may affect the output value.  

 

2) Place around high temperature / humidity should be avoided. 

High temperature/ humidity may cause malfunction.  

 

3) Electronic noise should be avoided. 

Place around high frequency or high voltage should be avoided.  

(Ex. Around motor, pump, high voltage cable, and so on.) 

 

4) Please install at the place for easy maintenance & repairing. 

As detector needs periodical maintenance and calibration, please avoid the place where is 

not good for maintenance or repairing.  

In case of inevitable, we recommend using automatic suction alarm.  

 

5) Wiring 

For preventing any influences of noise from outside, we recommend shield type cable and for 

preventing any damages from outside, we recommend using cable duct, conduit pipe and 

flexible, and so on.  

Though we recommend no intermediate connection between cable and cable, in case of 

inevitable, we recommend the connection using junction box. 

 

In case of inner pressure-resistant packing method, please use the cable of which outer 

diameter is suitable for inner packing size and tighten the cable gland sufficiently in 

order to prevent any inflow of gas or flame.  

 

When pressure-resistant metal piping, after completing piping job, please install sealing 

fitting and fill it with compound in order to prevent any flow of flame from explosion or gas 

inside of metal pipe. All other connecting and combining parts should be waterproof. 
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MODE 

DOWN 

MODE 

 UP  

 UP  

 UP  

 UP  

 UP  

 UP  

 UP  

DOWN 

DOWN 

DOWN 

DOWN 

DOWN 

DOWN 

MODE 

MODE 

MODE 

MODE 

MODE 

 

11110000>>>>    SSSSeeeettttttttiiiinnnngggg    MMMMeeeennnnuuuu    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Comb Gas (measuring mode) 

0 %LEL 

 HI-SCALE 

 100 

 HI-SCALE 

 3 ~ 999 

ENT & SAVE 

 ALARM-1 

 025 

 ALARM-1 

 0 ~ 999 

ENT & SAVE 

 ALARM-2 

 050 

 ALARM-2 

 0 ~ 999 

ENT & SAVE 

 AL-TYPE 

 [H&HH] 

 AL-TYPE 

 [H&HH]….[L&LL] 

ENT & SAVE 

 AL-RESET 

 [AUTO] 

 AL-RESET 

 [AUTO]..[MANUAL] 

ENT & SAVE 

 AL-TIME 

 030 

 AL-TIME 

 0 ~ 99 

ENT & SAVE 

 AL-BAND 

 3 

 AL-BAND 

 0 ~ 999 

ENT & SAVE 

<1> 

<2> 

<3> 

<4> 

<5> 

<6> 

<7> 

<8>
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MODE 

DOWN 

MODE 

 UP  

 UP  

 UP  

 UP  

DOWN 

DOWN 

DOWN 

MODE 

MODE 

MODE 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

<<<<1> Measuring mode1> Measuring mode1> Measuring mode1> Measuring mode    

- After measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panel.After measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panel.After measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panel.After measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panel.    

- Push the Push the Push the Push the MODEMODEMODEMODE    button for 2 seconds and it will be changed into setting mode.button for 2 seconds and it will be changed into setting mode.button for 2 seconds and it will be changed into setting mode.button for 2 seconds and it will be changed into setting mode.    

<2> HI<2> HI<2> HI<2> HI----SCALESCALESCALESCALE    

- SSSSet the value as 20mA against FULL SCALE.et the value as 20mA against FULL SCALE.et the value as 20mA against FULL SCALE.et the value as 20mA against FULL SCALE.    

(ex) (ex) (ex) (ex) if you set the if you set the if you set the if you set the HIHIHIHI----SCALE SCALE SCALE SCALE value as value as value as value as 111100000000,,,,    

                    4mA 4mA 4mA 4mA analoganaloganaloganalog    outputoutputoutputoutput        ----------------------------------------                    0000                        Display.Display.Display.Display.    

                    12mA 12mA 12mA 12mA analoganaloganaloganalog    outputoutputoutputoutput    ----------------------------------------                    50505050                    Display.Display.Display.Display.    

                    20mA 20mA 20mA 20mA analoganaloganaloganalog    outputoutputoutputoutput    ----------------------------------------                    100100100100                DisplayDisplayDisplayDisplay    

<3> ALARM<3> ALARM<3> ALARM<3> ALARM----1111    

- ALARMALARMALARMALARM----1 1 1 1 relay output relay output relay output relay output ((((depending on depending on depending on depending on ALARM TYPE ALARM TYPE ALARM TYPE ALARM TYPE setting, setting, setting, setting, LOW LOW LOW LOW orororor    HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH alarm occalarm occalarm occalarm occursursursurs))))    

    

 INITTIME 

 00:01 

 INITTIME 

 00:00 ~ 99:99 

ENT & SAVE 

 OFFSET 

 000 

 OFFSET 

 -999 ~ 999 

ENT & SAVE 

 ADDRESS 

 001 

 ADDRESS 

 0 ~ 99 

ENT & SAVE 

 BAUDRATE 

 4800 BPS 

 AL-TYPE 

 [2400]….[57600] 

ENT & SAVE 

 MENU 

 EXIT 

<9> 

<10> 

<11> 

<12> 

<13> 
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<4> ALARM<4> ALARM<4> ALARM<4> ALARM----2222    

----    ALARMALARMALARMALARM----2 2 2 2 relay output relay output relay output relay output ((((depending on ALARM TYPE setting , depending on ALARM TYPE setting , depending on ALARM TYPE setting , depending on ALARM TYPE setting , LOW & HIGH LOW & HIGH LOW & HIGH LOW & HIGH alarm occursalarm occursalarm occursalarm occurs))))    

 

<5> AL<5> AL<5> AL<5> AL----TYPE(ALARMTYPE(ALARMTYPE(ALARMTYPE(ALARM----TYPE)TYPE)TYPE)TYPE)    

----    4 types of setting4 types of setting4 types of setting4 types of setting(H&HH, H&L, L&H, L&LL)(H&HH, H&L, L&H, L&LL)(H&HH, H&L, L&H, L&LL)(H&HH, H&L, L&H, L&LL)    

----    as as as as ALARM ALARM ALARM ALARM relay, both ALARMrelay, both ALARMrelay, both ALARMrelay, both ALARM----1 and ALARM1 and ALARM1 and ALARM1 and ALARM----2 are possible to use.2 are possible to use.2 are possible to use.2 are possible to use.    

    ex) when setting H&L 

         � ALARM-1: HIGH ALARM(it works when the value is over the set value) 

         � ALARM-2: LOW ALARM(it works when the value is under the set value) 

 

<6> AL<6> AL<6> AL<6> AL----RESET(ALARM RESET) RESET(ALARM RESET) RESET(ALARM RESET) RESET(ALARM RESET)     

----    It It It It releasereleasereleasereleases alarmings alarmings alarmings alarming....    

----    AUTOAUTOAUTOAUTO    modemodemodemode����        MANUALMANUALMANUALMANUAL    mode selectmode selectmode selectmode select....    

(1) AUTO mo(1) AUTO mo(1) AUTO mo(1) AUTO mode de de de ::::    regardless regardless regardless regardless ENTENTENTENT    switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.    

(2) MANUAL(2) MANUAL(2) MANUAL(2) MANUAL    modemodemodemode::::    as pushing as pushing as pushing as pushing ENTENTENTENT    switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.switch, release the alarm depending on the set value.    

 

<7> AL<7> AL<7> AL<7> AL----TIME(ALARM TIME) TIME(ALARM TIME) TIME(ALARM TIME) TIME(ALARM TIME)     

- TTTThis function sets timehis function sets timehis function sets timehis function sets time    for preventing for preventing for preventing for preventing momentary momentary momentary momentary malfunction caused bymalfunction caused bymalfunction caused bymalfunction caused by    external shocks or external shocks or external shocks or external shocks or 

noise.noise.noise.noise.    

    

<8> AL<8> AL<8> AL<8> AL----BAND(ALARM DELAY BAND) BAND(ALARM DELAY BAND) BAND(ALARM DELAY BAND) BAND(ALARM DELAY BAND)     

----    This function sets This function sets This function sets This function sets delay banddelay banddelay banddelay band    for preventing momentary malfunction caused by external for preventing momentary malfunction caused by external for preventing momentary malfunction caused by external for preventing momentary malfunction caused by external 

shocks or noiseshocks or noiseshocks or noiseshocks or noise....    

 

<<<<9999> INITTIME(> INITTIME(> INITTIME(> INITTIME(Initialization timeInitialization timeInitialization timeInitialization time))))    

- After supplying electric power, the sensor outputs After supplying electric power, the sensor outputs After supplying electric power, the sensor outputs After supplying electric power, the sensor outputs becomebecomebecomebecomes s s s stable after certain timestable after certain timestable after certain timestable after certain time....    

(Warming Up (Warming Up (Warming Up (Warming Up timetimetimetime))))    

    

<<<<10101010> OFFSET(> OFFSET(> OFFSET(> OFFSET(correction for measured valuecorrection for measured valuecorrection for measured valuecorrection for measured value))))    

- IIIIt t t t offsetsoffsetsoffsetsoffsets    the the the the deviation of the measured deviation of the measured deviation of the measured deviation of the measured value from value from value from value from the sensing partsthe sensing partsthe sensing partsthe sensing parts    by addition or by addition or by addition or by addition or 

subtraction.subtraction.subtraction.subtraction.    

     ex) if you set OFFSET value as (-5) 

� If there is output deviation (+5), it will display “0”(zero) by setting offset value as (-5).    

    

<1<1<1<11111> ADDRESS> ADDRESS> ADDRESS> ADDRESS    

- RSRSRSRS----485 485 485 485 number settingnumber settingnumber settingnumber setting(0 ~ 99) (0 ~ 99) (0 ~ 99) (0 ~ 99)     

    

<1<1<1<12222> BAUDRATE> BAUDRATE> BAUDRATE> BAUDRATE    

----    RSRSRSRS----485 485 485 485 baud rate settingbaud rate settingbaud rate settingbaud rate setting    

                        ----2400BPS,480BPS,9600BPS,19200BPS,38400BPS,57600BPS 2400BPS,480BPS,9600BPS,19200BPS,38400BPS,57600BPS 2400BPS,480BPS,9600BPS,19200BPS,38400BPS,57600BPS 2400BPS,480BPS,9600BPS,19200BPS,38400BPS,57600BPS settingsettingsettingsetting....    
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 UP  

DOWN 

MODE 

MODE 

ENT  

ENT  

ENT  

ENT  

CAL  

11111111> > > > SSSSeeeennnnssssoooorrrr    CCCCaaaalllliiiibbbbrrrraaaattttiiiioooonnnn    MMMMeeeennnnuuuu    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

                                                                                                                                

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 CAL 

 [ZERO] 

 ZERO GAS 

 0 %LEL 

 ZERO GAS 

 [OK] 

 ZERO GAS 

 [FAIL] 

 CAL 

 [SPAN] 

 SPAN ADJ 

 050 %LEL 

 SPAN ADJ 

 3 ~ 999 %LEL 

 SPAN GAS 

 050 %LEL 

 SPAN  GAS 

 3 ~ 999 %LEL 

 SPAN GAS 

 [OK] 

 SPAN GAS 

 [FAIL] 

 Holding 

 020 %LEL 

<2>

<3>

<2-1> 

<3-1> 

<3-2> 

<3-3> 

Comb Gas (measuring mode) 

0 %LEL 

<1>
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<1> <1> <1> <1> Calibration modeCalibration modeCalibration modeCalibration mode    

- After measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panelAfter measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panelAfter measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panelAfter measuring flammable gas, it displays the value on LCD panel....    

- WWWWhen touching the hen touching the hen touching the hen touching the     CALCALCALCAL        wwwwith magnetic ith magnetic ith magnetic ith magnetic barbarbarbar, calibration mode will start, calibration mode will start, calibration mode will start, calibration mode will start....    

    

<<<<2222>  >  >  >  ZERO CALIBZERO CALIBZERO CALIBZERO CALIBRATIONRATIONRATIONRATION    

AAAAt t t t CAL [ZERO] CAL [ZERO] CAL [ZERO] CAL [ZERO] statusstatusstatusstatus, , , , when you touch thewhen you touch thewhen you touch thewhen you touch the    ENT KEYENT KEYENT KEYENT KEY,,,,    ““““ZERO GAS <0.0 %LEL>ZERO GAS <0.0 %LEL>ZERO GAS <0.0 %LEL>ZERO GAS <0.0 %LEL>””””    will be displayedwill be displayedwill be displayedwill be displayed....    

And then, please infuseAnd then, please infuseAnd then, please infuseAnd then, please infuse    clean air or 100% nitrogen clean air or 100% nitrogen clean air or 100% nitrogen clean air or 100% nitrogen gas gas gas gas into gas inlet. into gas inlet. into gas inlet. into gas inlet. AAAAnd thennd thennd thennd then, , , , whenwhenwhenwhen    the the the the 

measumeasumeasumeasured red red red value value value value becomes stable and you touch thebecomes stable and you touch thebecomes stable and you touch thebecomes stable and you touch the    ENT KEY,ENT KEY,ENT KEY,ENT KEY,    ““““ZERO GAS [OK]ZERO GAS [OK]ZERO GAS [OK]ZERO GAS [OK]””””    will be will be will be will be 

displayed. But if calibration is not displayed. But if calibration is not displayed. But if calibration is not displayed. But if calibration is not successfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessful, , , , ““““ZERO GAS [FAIL]ZERO GAS [FAIL]ZERO GAS [FAIL]ZERO GAS [FAIL]””””    will be displayed for 2 will be displayed for 2 will be displayed for 2 will be displayed for 2 

seconds.seconds.seconds.seconds.    

    

<<<<3333> SPAN> SPAN> SPAN> SPAN    CALIBRATIONCALIBRATIONCALIBRATIONCALIBRATION    

(ex) (ex) (ex) (ex) TargetTargetTargetTarget    gasgasgasgas:  :  :  :  H2  H2  H2  H2      

                    Standard gas Standard gas Standard gas Standard gas : : : : H2H2H2H2(50 %LEL)+Air(50 %LEL)+Air(50 %LEL)+Air(50 %LEL)+Air    BalanceBalanceBalanceBalance    

    

                        (1) (1) (1) (1) At the At the At the At the CAL [SPAN] CAL [SPAN] CAL [SPAN] CAL [SPAN] mode, mode, mode, mode, please please please please touch the touch the touch the touch the ENT KEYENT KEYENT KEYENT KEY    usingusingusingusing    magnetic bar.magnetic bar.magnetic bar.magnetic bar.    

(2)(2)(2)(2) Please inputPlease inputPlease inputPlease input    the density value of standard the density value of standard the density value of standard the density value of standard H2H2H2H2....    ((((by using by using by using by using UP and UP and UP and UP and DOWN DOWN DOWN DOWN key,key,key,key,    inputinputinputinput    

50 %LEL 50 %LEL 50 %LEL 50 %LEL and touch the and touch the and touch the and touch the ENTENTENTENT    with magnetic barwith magnetic barwith magnetic barwith magnetic bar))))    

                                                        

    

    

    

(3)(3)(3)(3) Please infuse thePlease infuse thePlease infuse thePlease infuse the    standastandastandastandard rd rd rd H2H2H2H2    gasgasgasgas. . . . ((((After After After After infusinginfusinginfusinginfusing    H2[50%LEL]H2[50%LEL]H2[50%LEL]H2[50%LEL]    into gas inlet part,into gas inlet part,into gas inlet part,into gas inlet part,    

when it becomes stable, pleasewhen it becomes stable, pleasewhen it becomes stable, pleasewhen it becomes stable, please    touch the ENT touch the ENT touch the ENT touch the ENT keykeykeykey....))))    

    

 

    

    

(4)(4)(4)(4) If the If the If the If the SPAN SPAN SPAN SPAN calibration calibration calibration calibration is successfulis successfulis successfulis successful,,,,    

    

                

    

    

(5) (5) (5) (5) MMMMeasuring mode easuring mode easuring mode easuring mode will start automatically will start automatically will start automatically will start automatically when the density value goes down under when the density value goes down under when the density value goes down under when the density value goes down under 

20%LEL afte20%LEL afte20%LEL afte20%LEL after removing SPAN standard gas from r removing SPAN standard gas from r removing SPAN standard gas from r removing SPAN standard gas from Gas Inlet.Gas Inlet.Gas Inlet.Gas Inlet.    

    

    

    

  

 

 SPAN ADJ 

 050 %LEL 

 SPAN GAS 

 050 %LEL 

 SPAN GAS 

 [OK] 

 Holding 

 020 %LEL 


